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ALEXI FREEMAN is a Melbourne-based fashion designer whose collections for women  
are manufactured locally incorporating elements of hand drawn & printed textiles worked 
into drape juxtaposed with tailoring. Informed by his grounding in printmaking and sculpture, 
Freeman’s eponymous label explores urbane elegance for modern women who are enamored 
by the past, but lust after the future.

Since beginning his odyssey from fine artist to fashion designer late last century, Freeman’s 
professional experiences have taken him from the Diemen Isle to the Bronx and back again. 
It is this bricolage of experiences that planted the seeds of his fascination and seemingly 
inevitable decision to push all other interests aside to marry himself, irrevocably, to the 
continuation and indeed innovation of contemporary fashion.

 
Spring Summer 0910 Press Release
 
The ALEXI FREEMAN Spring Summer 09/10 (AF collection #6) is a 44 piece collection  
of relaxed glamour with a distinctly Australian twist. It offers a signature monochromatic 
palette of grey, black and silver highlights with a splash of risqué melon. Rendered in hand 
printed textiles, jersey, plaid, mesh, satin, and sporty detailing, it references archetypal 
summer silhouettes, combining these elements to create indispensable must have pieces 
for the coming spring/summer season.

Modish yet understated each and every piece in the collection compliments the next, 
methodically telling a story of casual opulence, whereby beautiful basics combine to create 
a soft, yet simultaneously gallant feminine statement.

Juxtaposing mercurial silk satin with racy diamond mesh, the silk & mesh story appeals  
to a woman who likes her basics laced with a hint of luxury epitomised by the Biker Blouse.

Deceptively simple, the athletic functionality is easy yet immaculate in it’s conception.   
Evoking a double take response, unexpected moments of glamorous detailing add panache 
to this season’s offering such as the Silver Mesh Pleated Hoody, the Silver Mesh Trench 
and the voluminous Mesh Batwing Dress.

Another key fabrication is the double mesh story, whereby a sequin-like moiré effect  
is achieved through the layering of different coloured meshes, which is highlighted  
in the Party Dress, Gather Pant, Ballet Skirt, Cap Sleeve T-shirt and Cap Sleeve Dress.

There is also a metallic thread that runs throughout the collection and a reminiscence  
of school girl sass is revived via the introduction of knife pleated plaid into the mix, staking 
it’s claim in the form of the pleated bag, dress, trench and skirt.

The ALEXI FREEMAN SS09/10 collection will be available in store in September 2009,  
from selected boutiques in Australia and New Zealand and is available for editorial requests 
on an ongoing basis.

 



Biography 

Having studied fine art at the University of Tasmania where he majored in printmaking 
and sculpture, Freeman’s unorthodox approach provides his label with a strong point 
of difference that is earning him the attention of fashion industry and fashion public 
alike.   Enlisting combinations of hand dyeing, bias cut drape work, artisanal perforations, 
intricately cut knitwear, hand cast silver detailing, laser cutting and especially calling 
on his printmaking background utilising combinations of fine art and commercial textile 
printing techniques to hand draw and print high grade cloths, Freeman’s reincarnation  
as a fashion designer is very much informed by his fine art training. 

The metamorphosis to ready-to-wear was a natural progression for Freeman’s creative 
vision after studying and practising as an artist/designer, but never officially under his 
own label. In May 2005 Freeman launched The Torso Collection: a series of limited edition 
drypoint etched garments, with fine leather and wool appliqué detailing on diaphanous 
silks, polished cottons and garment driven self-portraitorial works on paper. 

In 2006, Freeman was the recipient of the Manufacturing Design Fund from Arts 
Tasmania. In 2007, Freeman’s AW07 collection MONOCHROME was selected for the 
DEBUT stand at Fashion Exposed, where it was short listed for the Apparel Award  
and an Arts Victoria Travelling Grant was awarded to accept an invitation to attend  
the Bay of Fires workshop lead by Haute Couturier Maurizio Galante.  In 2008, Freeman 
was awarded a scholarship from Arts Victoria to attend Stage 1 and a Design Victoria 
scholarship to attend Stage 2 of the Springboard Mentorship Program, an initiative  
of the Australian Design Unit. Winner of the Caulfield Classic Style People’s Choice 
Award in 2008 and commissioned by Niche to produce a capsule collection for the Idea 
Awards Gala Awards Ceremony (2008). Freeman has recently completed a uniform 
commission for Tourism Victoria (2009), and has been invited to speak about his work 
at Pecha Kucha (2008), the Design Centre Launceston (2008), Media Art & Design 
Conference in Hepburn Springs (2008) and Box Hill Institute of Tafe (2009). 

Freeman’s work is held in numerous private collections in Australia, Europe and the US 
and his work has been curated into a multitude of exhibitions and shows at contemporary 
spaces such as Australian Galleries, The Henry Jones Art Hotel, Handmark Gallery, 
Flinders Lane Gallery, Gaffa Gallery, Design Centre Launceston, Queen Victoria Museum, 
Comme, Craft Victoria, & Bett Gallery Hobart. Freeman has recently collaborated under 
the title of AFAR with room11 architects on a Pop Up Shop at Off the Kerb Gallery as part 
of the LMFF 2009 Cultural Program and AFAR has also been invited to produce new work 
for the State of Design ‘Sampling the Future’ Exhibition Program and Melbourne Spring 
Fashion Week 2009.

Freeman works closely with clothing & knitwear manufacturers, print/dye houses  
and jewellers to produce his ranges, all of which are designed and manufactured  
in Melbourne, Australia.  Freeman is very focused on fine workmanship and attention  
to detail when it comes to manufacturing his ranges.

Freeman has identified a niche market for his intuitive approach to fashion and is quickly 
gaining momentum as one of the most directional brands in Australia. 



Mesh Trench 
STYLE #: AFSS091020
RRP: $495
FABRIC: silver (cotton), black  
or melon (polyester)
COLOUR: silver, black, melon

CC Singlet Dress 
STYLE #: AFSS091034
RRP: $220         
FABRIC: cotton jersey, cotton mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross
COLOUR: black, grey, melon 

 



CC Singlet Dress
STYLE #: AFSS091034
RRP: $220  
FABRIC: cotton jersey, cotton mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross
COLOUR: black, grey, melon 
  

Mesh Leggings
STYLE #: AFSS091028
RRP: $99
FABRIC: cotton mesh
COLOUR: silver, black or melon
  



Coco Bolero
STYLE #: AFSS091002
RRP: $198
FABRIC: cotton jersey, cotton mesh
COLOUR: black, grey, melon   

CC Singlet Dress
STYLE #: AFSS091034     
RRP: $220    
FABRIC: cotton jersey, cotton mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross
COLOUR: black, grey, melon  



Mesh Hoody
STYLE #:  AFSS091016
RRP: $352
FABRIC: silver (cotton), melon  
or black (polyester)

  

CC Singlet
STYLE #: AFSS091031
RRP: $154
FABRIC: grey marle cotton jersey
PRINT: Criss Cross 
  

Mesh Leggings
STYLE #:AFSS091028
RRP: $99
FABRIC: cotton mesh
COLOUR: silver, black or melon 



Plaid Pleated Pool Bag
STYLE #:  AFSS091021
RRP: $132
FABRIC: polyester
 

Mesh Hoody
STYLE #: AFSS091016
RRP: $352
FABRIC: cotton

   

Mesh Leggings
STYLE #:AFSS091028  
RRP: $99
FABRIC: cotton mesh
COLOUR: silver, black or melon

    



CC T-shirt
STYLE #:  AFSS091007
RRP: $176
FABRIC: cotton jersey, cotton mesh (also 
available in black and melon)
 



Double Mesh Dress
STYLE #: AFSS091041
RRP: $198 
FABRIC: cotton, polyester
COLOUR: also available in silver/melon
 



CC T-shirt
STYLE #:  AFSS091006
RRP: $176
FABRIC:  rayon jersey, polyester mesh
COLOUR:  black,silver, melon) 

   

Double Mesh Ballet Skirt 
STYLE #:  AFSS091009
RRP: $198
FABRIC:  cotton mesh, polyester mesh
COLOUR: silver/black, silver/melon



Double Mesh Party Dress
STYLE #: AFSS091039
RRP: $374
FABRIC: cotton, polyester
COLOUR: also available in silver/melon

    

Silk Belt
STYLE #: AFSS091040
RRP: $44
FABRIC: silk satin
COLOUR: black or melon 

   



Double Mesh Gather Pant
STYLE #: AFSS091011
RRP: $220
FABRIC: cotton mesh, polyester mesh
COLOUR: silver/black. silver/melon 
  

CC Singlet
STYLE #: AFSS091031
RRP: $154
FABRIC: rayon jersey, polyester mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross 

   



Silver Ring
STYLE #: AFSS091043
RRP: $99
MATERIAL: Sterling Silver

Double Mesh Ballet Skirt
STYLE #:  AFSS091009
RRP: $198
FABRIC:  cotton mesh, polyester mesh
COLOUR: silver/black, silver/melon

CC Singlet  
STYLE #: AFSS091031
RRP: $154
FABRIC: rayon jersey, polyester 
PRINT: Criss Cross 
  



Double Mesh T-shirt
STYLE #:  AFSS09104
RRP: $132
FABRIC: cotton, polyester  

Plaid Pleated Skirt
STYLE #:  AFSS091017
RRP: $330
FABRIC: polyester 



Plaid Pleated Trench
STYLE #: AFSS091019
RRP: $495
FABRIC: polyester
   

Double Mesh Dress
STYLE #: AFSS091041
RRP: $198
FABRIC: cotton, polyester
COLOUR: also available in silver/melon 



Plaid Pleated Dress
STYLE #: AFSS091018
RRP: $495
FABRIC: polyester

    



Silk Evening Dress
STYLE #:  AFSS091038
RRP: $495
FABRIC: silk jersey
COLOUR: black only 

  

Silk Belt
STYLE #:  AFSS091040
RRP: $44
FABRIC: silk satin
COLOUR: black or melon 



Biker Blouse
STYLE #: AFSS091044
RRP: $297
FABRIC: silk satin & polyester mesh
COLOUR: black or melon  
 

CC Singlet Dress
STYLE #: AFSS091033
RRP: $220
FABRIC: rayon jersey, polyester mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross
COLOUR: black, grey, melon  



CC Singlet Dress
STYLE #: AFSS091033
RRP: $220
FABRIC: rayon jersey, polyester mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross
COLOUR: black, grey, melon  

CC Cardigan
STYLE #: AFSS091014
RRP: $352
FABRIC: rayon jersey, polyester mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross
COLOUR: black, silver



CC Singlet Dress
STYLE #: AFSS091033
RRP: $220
FABRIC: rayon jersey, polyester mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross



Batwing Mesh Dress
STYLE #: AFSS091037
RRP: $264
FABRIC:  polyester mesh
COLOUR: silver (cotton), black, melon

CC Singlet Dress
STYLE #: AFSS091033
RRP: $220
FABRIC: rayon jersey, polyester mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross 
  



Coco Bolero
STYLE #: AFSS091001
RRP: $198
FABRIC: rayon jersey, polyester mesh

CC Singlet
STYLE #: AFSS091031
RRP: $154
FABRIC: rayon jersey, polyester mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross 
  



Silk & Mesh Dress
STYLE #:  AFSS091023
RRP: $594
FABRIC: silk satin & polyester mesh
COLOUR: black or melon

CC Singlet Dress
STYLE #: AFSS091033
RRP: $220
FABRIC: rayon jersey, polyester mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross 
  



Criss Foil T-shirt
STYLE #: AFSS091036
RRP: $77
FABRIC:  cotton jersey
COLOUR: black/black, silver/black 
 

Double Mesh Ballet Skirt 
STYLE #: AFSS091009
RRP: $198
FABRIC:  cotton mesh, polyester mesh
COLOUR: silver/black, silver/melon 
  



Double Mesh T-shirt
STYLE #: AFSS09105
RRP: $132
FABRIC: cotton, polyester  

Silk & Mesh Pencil Skirt
STYLE #:  AFSS091026
RRP: $297
FABRIC: silk satin & polyester mesh
COLOUR: black or melon



CC Singlet
STYLE #: AFSS091032
RRP: $154
FABRIC: cotton jersey, polyester mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross 

Silk & Mesh Pencil Skirt
STYLE #: AFSS091026
RRP: $297
FABRIC: silk satin & polyester mesh
COLOUR: black or melon



Coco Bolero
STYLE #: AFSS091003
RRP: $198
FABRIC: cotton jersey,  
polyester mesh
   

CC Singlet
STYLE #: AFSS091032
RRP: $154
FABRIC: cotton jersey, polyester mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross

Silk & Mesh Pencil Skirt
STYLE #: AFSS091026
RRP: $297
FABRIC: silk satin & polyester mesh
COLOUR: black or melon
  



Biker Blouse
STYLE #: AFSS091022
RRP: $297
FABRIC: silk satin,  
polyester mesh
COLOUR: black or melon  
  

CC Singlet
STYLE #: AFSS091032
RRP: $154
FABRIC: cotton jersey,  
polyester mesh
PRINT: Criss Cross 
 

Silk & Mesh Pencil Skirt
STYLE #: AFSS091026
RRP: $297
FABRIC: silk satin,  
polyester mesh
COLOUR: black or melon
 



Silk & Mesh Dress
STYLE #:  AFSS091024
RRP: $594
FABRIC: silk satin & polyester mesh
COLOUR: black or melon





www.alexifreeman.com 

Art Direction: Platform5

Photography: Marnie Haddad - Vivien's Creative

Model: Lani Sommer - Vivien's Models

Hair & Make Up: Nadja Mott - Pluscreate 

Shoes: Silver boots - Preston Zly

Contact/sales: 

alexi@alexifreeman.com

www.alexifreeman.com 

66 B Johnston St Collingwood

Melbourne Victoria 3066 Australia

+ 61 (0) 413 355 290

 

Press enquiries: 

susie@prdarling.com.au

+61 (0)3 9428 8864


